
Where reliability  
and precision meet





You need a high-precision part that meets 
the highest specifications. Or you are looking 
for a partnership with a supplier of total 
solutions. A partner who saves your people 
work and responsibility. Both routes lead to 
the same destination: Schut PrecisionParts. 
We have been specialists in machining 
technologies for sixty five years. But we have 
always moved forward, and have always 
been keen on innovation. Being a supplier 
for a wide variety of industries, we have the 
people and the resources to make the right 
solution available to you.

Schut PrecisionParts
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Schut PrecisionParts supplies 

vacuum components for  

nano-microscopes to the  

optical industry.



Requirements are becoming increasingly rigorous; 

customers’ wishes are becoming more and more intricate. 

Schut PrecisionParts is quite ready to deal with that. 

We are the original specialists in machining of various 

materials. Based on this specialism, we have also become 

the complete supplier. A supplier for whom ‘added value’ 

has become a top priority.

Schut PrecisionParts

Thinking total solutions,  
acting precision
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Schut PrecisionParts supplies 

precision parts, as well as 

complete installations, to the 

(para)medical industry.



Thinking beyond mere technology has always been the 

vision of Schut PrecisionParts. It’s not only about tolerances 

of just 1 micron, or investing in the next generation of CNC 

machines. What matters most is that we meet the changing 

market requirements. And that we are personally involved 

in the end product. It is hardly a coincidence that ‘high tech, 

high touch’ has become our maxim.

Schut PrecisionParts

Perfection in precision+
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Schut PrecisionParts supplies 

driving axles and wheels for  

rail transport.



All machining operations under one roof

Machining of various materials is our business. And we 

can deal with any kind of machining: turning, milling, 

grinding, gun drilling, honing or lapping. Applied to either 

simple or outstandingly high-grade materials, whether 

ferrous or non-ferrous. Our comprehensive expertise is 

at your service. Thanks to the use of the most advanced 

CNC equipment, a wide range of operations can be 

carried out with optimal efficiency. Ranging from just one 

or a few pieces to medium-sized batches.

Schut PrecisionParts

High-quality axles+
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Schut PrecisionParts supplies 

high-grade components to  

the attractions industry,  

including safety hooks,  

wheeled carriers etc.



More than just parts

Furthermore, Schut PrecisionParts has a temperature-

controlled metrological room and corresponding 

assembly area at your disposal. This recent extension 

has substantially enhanced our operational efficiency. 

Growing numbers of customers enlist our services for 

subassemblies and even fully-fledged end products. 

Even the most intricate orders can be produced within 

a short space of time.

Schut PrecisionParts
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Schut PrecisionParts supplies 

mechanical control elements 

to the aircraft and aerospace 

industries.



From new to maintenance

Owing to recent developments, Schut PrecisionParts’ 

operational reach has been further enhanced. We have 

always been suppliers to OEMs operating in a wide range 

of industrial sectors: public transport, semi-conductors, 

chemicals, the medical industry, food industry, 

automotive, horticulture and machine building.
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Schut PrecisionParts supplies 

racing brake discs to the  

automotive industry.



These are all customers who appreciate our input for 

their own end products. And one step further: our 

commitment to the MRO segment. Schut PrecisionParts 

makes optimal facilities available to you for service, 

maintenance and overhauling. 

Also as a total supplier

We take things one step further if you like: by acting as 

a total supplier. The supply of a highprecision part is just 

one part of the worries of many of our customers. 

Schut PrecisionParts
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Schut PrecisionParts  

manufactures Inconel cylinders 

for the Maeslant barrier.



Supporting throughout the duration of the project is far 

more important for these clients. This way we have an 

added value over a wide area. This means that we get 

involved in an early stage of the design process to ensure 

efficiency going forward. Also taking care of material 

procurement, on a just-in-time basis if necessary. And 

ensuring the flexibility and precision to offer production 

on demand. Maintaining stock is available.

Schut PrecisionParts
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Schut PrecisionParts supplies 

handling modules to the  

semi-conductor industry.



We can also supply products in customer-specific 

packaging. Choosing for Schut PrecisionParts is always 

a logical choice. We seek solutions, and we find them, 

with or without machining technology. In-house, or 

within our own partnerschip of affiliates.

Schut PrecisionParts

High tech, high touch+
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Schut PrecisionParts supplies 

kinematic Ampelmann 

components for scientific  

and research institutes.



What can we do for you?

Just let us know ‘which of the two’ Schut PrecisionParts 

businesses you would like to engage: the supplier of high-

precision parts or the provider of total solutions? In either 

case, our approach is the same; we take your strategic 

interests to heart, we act upon changing requirements and 

we keep leveraging the requirements in terms of efficiency, 

reliability of delivery, and tolerances.
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Schut PrecisionParts supplies 

machine components made 

from exceptional materials to the 

petrochemical industry.



All of this ensures that we are a most reliable business to 

be partners with. And if this statement requires further 

explanation through a personal talk; don’t hesitate to call us!

Schut PrecisionParts

All-rounders in machining technology+
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Schut PrecisionParts bv

Postal address

PO box 71
2950 AB Alblasserdam
The Netherlands
Visiting address

Ampèrestraat 16
2952 AA Alblasserdam
The Netherlands
T +31 (0)78 691 56 66
F +31 (0)78 691 95 58
E info@schutprecisionparts.nl
I www.schutprecisionparts.nl

Schut PrecisionParts
is member of PCG b.v.
www.pcgbv.nl

ISO 9001:2000 + ISO 14001:2004


